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7 THINGS YOU’LL NEVER HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT

When You Switch Brands to Shaklee.

We’ve all heard the news stories talking about nutritional supplements that have been found to be

ineffective, contaminated, or even dangerous.  Here are 7 common problems associated with other

supplements that you’ll never again have to worry about, once you’ve switched brands to Shaklee.

1. Is what’s on the label actually IN the product?  Independent testing consistently reveals nutrient

levels can vary significantly from bottle to bottle and tablet to tablet.  Shaklee has the highest standards for

purity and potency, near or surpassing pharmaceutical grade manufacturing practices, and conducts over

80,000 quality assurance tests every year to make sure that every batch delivers what is promised.

2. Will the products break down in time for them to be absorbed by the body?  Many products,

even ones by major manufacturers and those claiming USP certification, don’t release nutrients at the

proper time for them to be utilized.  Shaklee’s products are clinically proven to work and contain unique

delivery systems that boost absorption.

3. Am I ‘pissing’ my money down the toilet?  Using the philosophy that “more sounds better,” some

supplements create “expensive urine” by delivering excessive amounts in a single dose.  Shaklee has spent

over $300 Million on research and development to make sure they are delivering the right amounts to the

right place at the right time.

4. Are these products really free of heavy metals and pesticides?  The AMA estimates that as many

as 20% of all over the counter herbal products are contaminated with heavy metals and pesticides.  Shaklee

utilizes in-house and 3rd party testing rather than relying exclusively on suppliers claims and thus can

actually guarantee purity.

5. Is it safe and natural?  Products containing synthetic nutrients, artificial colors and preservatives are

everywhere. Some even contain illegal drugs and unsafe herbal stimulants.  Every few years, we hear about

products containing unsafe ingredients being recalled, some after causing injury or death.  Unlike other

companies, Shaklee has never sold products containing these kinds of ingredients (e.g., ephedra, kava kava,

etc.) because safety is the #1 priority for every Shaklee product.  Plus, Shaklee has an unwavering

commitment to produce only products that are “In Harmony with Nature and Good Health.”

6. Am I throwing my system out of balance?  By focusing on individual nutrients (the “magic pill”

syndrome) rather than optimum health, many companies overload with cheap nutrients, skimp on expensive

ones and don’t include the complementary nutrients and co-factors that are required for maximum

utilization.  Rather than “marketing hype,” Shaklee uses sound science and delivers well balanced, full-

spectrum formulations with multiple complementary nutrients that increase the product’s effectiveness.

7. Will this product really do any good?  Many health product claims are unfounded, overblown and

misleading.  Consumers are right to be skeptical.  That’s why every Shaklee product and health claim is

substantiated with proven science and clinical studies published in peer-reviewed studies.  It really works!

With other supplements, there are lots of things to worry about.  But with Shaklee, you can relax and take

comfort in knowing that they have the highest quality standards in the industry and deliver pure, safe,

natural, and effective products that do what they say they will do every single time.  100% Guaranteed.

Remember, with Shaklee you actually get what you pay for.


